How’s It Moving?

What’s working? What isn’t? You know your travel routes, neighborhood, and the places you go better than anyone. Give us the good news. Tell us what is working well today. Also, let us know what could be better. If you have an idea for how something could be changed for the good, we’d really like to know that, too. Tell us, then, how’s it moving?

1. Write a comment on a PINK flag to tell us what ISN’T WORKING well.

2. Use a GREEN flag to let us know what IS WORKING well.

3. Use a YELLOW flag to tell us your ideas on how to make things BETTER.

4. Pin your flag to the map.
How’s It Moving Results

- What’s Working Well: 36 flags
- What’s Not Working: 106 flags
- Ideas to Make Things Better: 78 flags
How’s It Moving: Walking

• Walking!
• Safety, lack of sidewalk, signal timing/length of crossing, traffic moving too fast
• Separate or improved facilities, crossing guards
How’s It Moving: Biking

• Cycle tracks, bike lanes, CaBi
• Unsafe, need facilities
• CaBi, bike facilities
How’s It Moving: Driving

• Confusion, safety, not obeying laws, ramps, congestion
• Remove circles (convert to roundabouts), congestion pricing
How’s It Moving: Taking the Bus

• Circulators, specific routes
• Bunching, reliability, crowding, infrequency,
• Add new routes, increase existing service frequency or hours, improved stops
How’s It Moving: Taking the Train

- Too expensive, track work, need more passenger info
- Infill Metrorail stations, new Metrorail lines, streetcar connections
How’s It Moving: Multimodal

- Circulator, multimodal options
- Need more connections, limited parking, multimodal options needed, poor street configuration
- Add multimodal options, no parking on “state” streets, more connections